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Abstract
This paper presents a comprehensive analysis of the themal effects in
advanced high performance interconnect systems arising due to selfheating under various circuit conditions, including electrostatic
discharge. Technology (Cu, low-k etc) and scaling effects on the
thermal characteristics of the interconnects, and on their
electromigration reliability has been analyzed simultaneously, which
will have important implications for providing robust and aggressive
deep sub-micron interconnect design guidelines. Furthermore, the
impact of these thermal effects on the design (driver sizing) and
optimization of the interconnect length between repeaters at the upperlevel signal lines are investigated.
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Introduction

The ever-increasing demand for speed and functionality of Sibased advanced high performance microprocessors, digital signal
processing (DSP) chips, and application specific integrated circuits
(ASICs), and the increasing density of memory (DRAM) devices has
caused aggressive scaling of ICs beyond 0.25-pm minimum feature
size [l],[2], [3]. These technology nodes, commonly referred to as rlcep
ubmtcron, @SM) allow VLSI circuits to meet the required device
density and various circuit performance specifications. This trend has
resulted in a dramatic reduction of the interconnect metal pitch and
increased the number of metallization levels. The aggressive
interconnect scaling has resulted in increasing current densities [4],[5]
and associated themal effects.
Themal effects are an inseparable aspect of electrical power
distribution and signal transmission through the interconnects due to
self-heating (or Joule heating) caused by the flow of current. Thermal
effects impact interconnect design and reliabllity in the following
ways. Firstly, they limit the maximum allowable RMS current density,
jw~.,,,,~
(since the RMS value of the current density is responsible for
heat generation) in the interconnects, in order to limit the temperature
increase. Secondly, interconnect lifetime (reliability) which is limited
by electromigration (EM) (transport of mass in metals under an
applied current density), has an exponential dependence on the
inverse metal temperature 161. Hence, temperature rise of metal
interconnects due to self-heating phenomenon can also limit the
maximum allowed average current density, javg.,,,=, since EM capabhty
Thirdly, thermally
is dependent on the average current density
induced open circuit metal failure under short-duration high peak
currents including electrostatic discharge (ESD) is also a reliability
concern, [8] and can introduce latent EM damage [9] that has
important reliability implications.
Chattejee et al., [5] have argued that thermal effects will
increasingly dominate interconnect design rules that specify maximum
current densities for circuit designers. Recently, Hunter [lo], solved
the EM lifetime equation for A1-Cu, and the I-D heat equation, in a
self-consistent manner. In this approach, both EM and self-heating
can be comprehended simultaneously. Rzepka et al., [Ill have carried
out detailed simulations of self-heating in multilevel interconnects
using finite element analysis. They also concluded that in the near
future, 3-D interconnect arrays will be affected by self-heating more
severely than those of today’s.

Furthermore, low dielectric constant &ow-k) materials are being
introduced [12] as an alternative intra-level insulator to reduce
interconnect capacitance (therefore delay) and cross-talk noise to
enhance circuit performance. These materials can further exacerbate
thermal effects owing to their lower thermal conductivity than silicon
dioxide. Banerjee et al., 1131 have recently shown that interconnect
scaling using low-k as the intra-level (gap-fill) dielectric material can
cause significant increase in thermal effects.
Presently, interconnect design rules are generated in a non
self-consistent manner [14] as explained in section 2.1. As deep submicron interconnect technologies, like Cu and low-k dielectric
materials are rapidly evolving, there is an increasing need to
understand their effects simultaneously on the thermal characteristics
of these interconnects and on their EM reliability, in order to provide
robust design guidelines. Furthermore, it is not clear whether thermal
constraints conflict with the performance optimization steps
employed at the circuit level. Hence, a thorough analysis of thermal
effects in DSM interconnects is necessary to comprehend their full
impact on circuit design, accurately model their reliability, and provide
thermally safe design guidelines for various technologies.
This paper presents a comprehensive analysis of the themal
effectsin advanced high performance interconnect systems arising from
self-heating under various circuit conditions, including ESD. The
analysis examines the self-consistent solutions for allowed
interconnect current density for technologies up to 0.1-pm involving
Cu and various low-k materials in an eight-level metallization system
as per the National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors

wms) ~ 5 1 .
2
Interconnect Design Rules: Current Approach
2. I Auerage, RMS, and Peak Current Den.@y
Circuit designers are typically provided with the maximum allowable
values for three interconnect current densities. These are the average
current density, javg, the RMS current density, jms, and the peak
current density, j+. These quantities are defined as follows:
The peak current density is simply the current density
corresponding to the peak current of the waveform,

U].

where A is the cross-sectional area of the interconnect.

The average current density is defined as,

where T is the time period of the current waveform. The RMS
current density is defined as,

(3)
For a fixed temperature, EM lifetime of interconnects is known to be
determined by javg PI. Self-heating is determined by jms. Presently,
high performance interconnect design is based on the specified limits
for the maximum values of the average, RMS, and peak current
densities 1141. They are however not self-consistent, i.e., these values
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3
Thermal Effects in DSM Interconnects
3. I Self-Consistent Interconnect Design Rules

do not simultaneously comprehend the two temperature dependent
mechanisms: EM and self-heating.
Interconnects can be broadly classified into two categories: signal
lines and power lines. They differ in that currents in signal lines are bidirectional (or bipolar) p] while those in power lines are usually unidirectional (or unipolar).
We will now consider unipolar current waveforms for some
illustrative analysis. Using the above definitions for the three current
densities, one can easily show that

and,

j U , = r . jpeak

(4)

j r m , = J r . jpeak

(5)

In this section we will first introduce the formulation of the selfconsistent solutions [lo] for allowed interconnect current density, and
then apply them to analyze Cu interconnects. The ATseif.heatmgin
interconnects given by (8) can be written in terms of the RMS current
density as,

Here t, and W, are the thickness and width of interconnect metal
line, and p,(T,)
is the metal resistivity at temperature T,. Note that
the thermal impedance Clint in (8) has been expressed as,

where r is the duty cycle defined as &,/T in Fig. 1

-

This expression for the thermal impedance is based on a quasi-1-D
heat conduction model with Weff= W, + O.88bx,valid for w,/b,
0.4 and is accurate to within 3% [17].Here b, is the total thickness of
the underlying dielectric, Id, is the thermal conductivity normal to
the plane of the dielectric, and L is the length of the interconnect.
Now, in order to achieve an EM reliability lifetime goal
mentioned in section 2.2, we must have the lifetime at any (j;lv&
current density and metal temperature T,, equal to or larger than the
lifetime value (eg. 10 year) under the design rule current density stress
io, at the temperature T,f. This value of jo is dependent on the specific
interconnect metal technology. Therefore we have,

bn

T

Figure 1. A unipolar pulsed waveform illustrating various current
definitions.

2.2 Electmmigration and SegHeating
EM is the transport of mass in metals under an applied current
density and is widely regarded as a major wear out or f d u r e
mechanism of VLSI interconnects [GI. When current flows through
the interconnect metal, an eLectronic wind is set up opposite to the
direction of current flow. These electrons upon colliding with the
metal ions, impart sufficient momentum, and displace the metal ions
from their lattice sites creating vacancies. These vacancies condense
to form voids that result in increase of interconnect resistance or even
open circuit conditions [16]. EM lifetime reliabdity of metal
interconnects is modeled by the well known Black's equation [6] given
by,

TTF = A* . j-" . expfkBTm

From (4) and (5) we have after eliminating jprak

.2
uvg - r

(6)

j 2 rms
Substituting for jZm, from (9) and
self-consistent equation given by

where 'ITF is the time-to-fail (typically for 0.1% cumulative failure).
A' is a constant that is dependent on the geometry and microstructure
of the interconnect, j is the DC or average current density. The
exponent n is typically 2 under normal use conditions, Q is the
activation energy for grain-boundary diffusion and equals -0.7 eV for
AI-Cu, kB is the Boltzmann's constant, and T, is the metal
temperature. The typical goal is to achieve 10 year lifetime at 100 "C,
for which (6) and accelerated testing data produce a design rule value
for the acceptable current density at T,f, io. However, this design rule
value does not comprehend self-heating.

(12)

&,

from (11) in (12) we get the

r= j0

Note that this is a single equation in the single unknown temperature
T,. Once this self-consistent temperature is obtained from (13) the
corresponding maximum allowed jpe;* and jms can be calculated from
(5) and (9). The self-consistent equation given by (13) for unipolar
pulses is also valid for more general time varying waveforms with an
effective duty cycle r,ff [18]. One of the consequences of the selfconsistent equation is that, for a certain j, as r decreases the selfconsistent temperature and the maximum allowed jpe;* increases. This
effect is shown in Fig. 2 for Cu interconnects. Secondly, it can be
observed that as r decreases the ratio j p e ; * ( s e ~ c a n ~ s t e n ~ / j p ~se&
(~~haut
heating, i.e., the line labeled i/r) decreases monotonically. At r = 10-2,the
self-consistent jpe& is nearly 2 times smaller than the jpe& obtained
from EM constraint only, i.e., without self-heating. From the EM
lifetime relation given by (6) this implies that if a design used only the
average (EM) current as the design guideline without comprehending
self-heating it could have a lifetime nearly three times smaller than the
reliability requirement. Thirdly, it can be observed from Fig. 3 that, as

The effect of self-heating can be analyzed from the following: The
metal temperature, T, in (6) is given by,

where Trefis the reference chip (silicon junction) temperature and is
typically taken as 100 OC, ATseif.hraringis the temperature rise of the
metal interconnect due to the flow of current, R is the interconnect
resistance, and Bin, is the thermal impedance of the interconnect line
to the chip. Thus, both EM and self-heating are temperature
dependent effects, and as self-heating increases, EM lifetime decreases
exponentially according to (6).
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jo is increased, the self-consistent interconnect metal temperature (T),
increases as expected from (13). However, the maximum allowed jp.&
does not increase much for values of r < 10-3. That is jo becomes
increasingly ineffective in increasing jpe& as the duty cycle r, decreases.
From the above analysis, it apparently seems that EM capability might
cease to be the dominant driver of interconnect technology evolution
and thermal effects will h i t the maximum allowed jpd.
23s
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Finally, the question also arises that how do these ]peak values
compare with peak current density values causing open circuit or
latent metal damage in metal lines under ESD conditions?

3.2 TechnoloD Scaling and Quasi 2-0 Heat Conduction Efects on
SepConsistent Dedgn Rdes
In this section we will address the first three issues outlined above.
We will first analyze the effects of line width scaling on the thermal
impedance (or Weff)defined in (10) which is accurate to within 3% for
w,/& > 0.4 [17]. In current DSM technologies the ratio w,/&, gets
even smaller (especially for the top-level metal lines), and W,ff, which
is meant to account for the extra heat conduction, (illustrated in Fig.
4) from the sides must be obtained for real DSM interconnect
structures experimentally. We will first express Wen in a more general
form,
Here 4 is introduced as the heat spreading parameter that must be
extracted from data.

1.OE+04
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Figure 2. Self-consistent solutions for T, and jpeak. Parameters used
here are: ,=j 0.6 MA/cm2, tox = 3 pm, t,
0.5 pm, and W, = 3 pm.
Interconnect metal is Cu with pT
(,),
= 1.67 x
R-cm [l + 6.8 x
10-3 OC-1 (T, - Tref)].The two dotted lines indicate jpe& values based
on a) jpr& = jdr, and b) jpr& = jms/r O.5.

wen=w, + $ to,
Figure 4. Schematic representation of quasi 2-D heat conduction
scenario in DSM interconnects.
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Figure 3. Self-consistent analysis showing dependence of T, and jpe&
on .,j Parameters used here are: tox = 3.0 pm, t, = 0.5 pm, and W, =
3.0 pm. Interconnect metal is Cu.

The above analysis however motivates the foUowing questions:
Since the above analysis assumes a quasi-ID heat conduction
model, what will be the effects on the self-consistent solutions if a
more realistic model is used?
Since the above analysis assumed that the intra-level and inter-level
dielectric material is SiO2, what will be the effects on the selfconsistent solutions if low-k materials are considered as candidates
for intra-level dielectric material?
Since the above analysis assumed, simplistic values of interconnect
geometry, and underlying oxide thickness, what will be the effects
on the self-consistent solutions, if technology and interconnect
scaling were considered?
Since the waveform shape or duty cycle r plays an important role in
determining the maximum allowed T, and j+, what is a realistic
value for r from a circuit designer’s point of view?
For optimized driver and interconnect signal length petween
,,j
values (from purely
repeaters) design, how do the jpek and
electrical considerations such as signal delay) compare with those
generated using the self-consistent approach?
Since the above analysis assumed an isolated interconnect h e ,
what will be the effects on the self-consistent solutions if real 3-D
interconnect arrays, with heat generation in all the lines, are
considered?

Furthermore, new intra-level insulating materials for DSM
interconnects such as low-k dielectrics, which lower interconnect
capacitance (and hence RC delay and cross-talk noise) and enhance
circuit performance, are known to have poor thermal properties [13].
The thermal characteristics of these low-k dielectrics and their impact
on the interconnect reliability is important.
For extracting the appropriate value of @, the thermal
impedance was experimentally determined using (8), for AlCu
interconnects fabricated in a state-of-the-art 0.25-pm industrial
CMOS process flow. Results are shown in Fig. 5 for a standard oxide
process and a low-k (HSQ) intra-level (gap-fdl) process. We can
observe that for the narrowest line width (W, = 0.35-pm) the thermal
impedance for the low-k gap-fill process is around 20% higher than
the value for standard oxide in agreement with the trends shown in
[13]. Furthermore, since the ratio O f w,/6, (= 0.29) is the lowest for
this line width, the heat spreading pattern for this case can be
expected to be similar for top level metal lines in DSM technologies.
Using the thermal impedance value for W, = 0.35-pm and using (IO)
and (14), 4 was extracted to be 2.45 (for the standard oxide case). The
L, value used in the calculation is given in Table 1.
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Figure 5. Experimentally obtained effective thermal impedance values
for level 1 AlCu metal lines in a 0.25-pm CMOS process, with two
different intra-level dielectrics. The tox was 1.2 pm, and interconnect
length, L = 1000 pm.
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Dielectric Material
Oxide (PETEOS)
HSQ
Polyimide k

1

Thermal Conductivity
IW/m OW

1

1.15*
0.6**
0.25**

for various dielectrics analyzed in &is study. These values'weri
obtained from [19] for * and [20] for **.

Signal Lines (r = 0.1)

We now consider the technology specifications for a 0.25 prn and 0.1
pm process as per the NTRS [15] shown in Table 8 in the appendix.
The interconnect metal is assumed to be Cu, and the effects of using
various intra-level dielectrics (listed in Table 1) are analyzed.. We then
solve for the self-consistent metal temperature, T, and the
corresponding maximum allowed
, , j and jpe& values. However, while
solving the self-consistent equation (13), we replace the (b,/K,,,W,ff)
term by the following generalized term:
+

bw-k

(G Klnu-k)&

(1 5)

This is necessary to take care of the heat spreading effect in DSM
structures and the use of low-k materials as intra-level gap-fill
dielectric. The value of 4) is kept unchanged even for the case of gapfill interconnect structures, since the heat flow pattern is not
significantly altered in the presence of gap-filled dielectric. Also, the
duty cyde r in (13) is taken as 0.1, for all cases, due to reasons
explained in the next section.
Before presenting the self-consistent solutions, we must
point out an important caveat, which is the distinction between
thema& long and thema& short metal lines. Since interconnect leads are
typically connected to the diffusion (or another metal lead) through a
contact (or via), the temperature at the end regions of these lines are
in general lower than the temperature in regions far away from the
ends. The solution of the differential equation for such 2-D heat
conduction yields that the spatially dependent parts of the solution
depend exponentially on a characteristic thermal length, h [21] which
is of the order of 25 p m - 200 pm. Metal lines which are >> h are
termed thema& long while those which are close to the value of h are
termed thema& short.
We will focus on the analysis of the thermally long lines which
give rise to worst case scenario. We will not concentrate on thermal
effects for small inter-block interconnects. Their lengths are usually of
the same order of magnitude as the thermal characteristic length. Also
these nets are typically routed on the first few levels of metal, which
are doser to the s5con substrate, and hence the thermal problem is
not as severe. Long interconnects which could be much larger than
the thermal characteristic length will therefore form the main focus of
the following analysis. These long lines usually realize the inter-block
communication and hence for delay purposes, they are routed on
higher, less resistive top few layers of metal. However, these metal
layers are usually far away from the silicon substrate and hence can
potentially experience thermal problems.
Therefore, self-consistent solutions were obtained for the
top metal layers only in the 0.25-pm and 0.1-pm technologies. Table
2 gives the values obtained for the maximum allowed jpdfor a io, of 6
x l o 5 Ajcm2 and for two values of the duty cyde. Similar analysis was
also done for a 300% higher value of jo ( ~ 1 . 8x 106 A/cmZ), to be
more realistic for Cu EM, and is shown in Table 3.
We can observe from Table 2 and Table 3, that within a
given technology node, as we go up the metallization level the
maximum allowed value of jPeA reduces as expected due to increasing
thermal effects. Secondly, the effect of the low-k materials with lower
thermal conductivity lowers the maximum allowed Jpd,
even further.
Thirdly, as we can see from Table 3, increasmg the value of
io (at r = 0.1) results in increases in the maximum jpdvalues,
indicating the positive result of using Cu as the interconnect metal,
which has hlgher EM resistance compared to AlCu. In order to
provide a direct comparison between Cu and AlCu, maximum
allowed j P d (self-consistent) values for AlCu are presented in Table 4.
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Power Lines (r = 1.0)
Table 2. Maximum allowed peak current density values (x 106 A/cmZ)
from the self-consistent approach, for two different technology nodes
based on Cu and various low-k dielectrics. jo = 6 x 105 A/cm2.

M 8 I

Metal

I

Oxide

M5
M6
M7
M8

1.2
1.17

Metal

Oxide

I

-

1

I

HSQ

Polyimide

1.02
0.994

k
0.786
0.765

-

5.94
5.84

1

I

4.72
4.61

I
1

3.38
3.29

Oxide

HSQ

Polyimide

1.53
1.52
1.19
1.17

1.39
1.37
1.01
0.989

1.16
1.14
0.775
0.760

k

Power Lines (r = 1.0)
Table 3. Maximum allowed peak current density values (x 106 A/cm3
from the self-consistent approach, for two different technology nodes
based on Cu and various intra-level dielectrics. jo= 1.8 x 106 A/cmZ.

M5
M6
M7
M8

3.49
3.41

-

HSQ

Polyimide

2.91
2.84

k
2.21
2.15

Oxide

IlSQ

Polyimide

4.69
4.63
3.45
3.39

4.15
4.09
2.87
2.82

3.37
3.30

k

2.18

J

.

2.13

Power Lines (r = 1.0)
Table 4.Maximum allowed peak current density values (x 106 A/cm3
from the self-consistent approach, for two different technology nodes
based on AlCu and various low-k dielectrics. jo = 6 x 105 A/cm2.

4

Impact on Circuit Performance and Design

4. I Effects on Signal Line Lngth, and Driver Size Optimixation
In this section we will address the next two issues pointed out in
section 3.1. As we have mentioned in Section 3.2, thermal effects are
predominant in semi-global and global interconnects which are
thermally long. These are used to connect functional blocks mum^)
over relatively long distances and hence utilize the upper layers of
interconnect. Furthermore, long interconnect lines are split into
buffered segments [22]. Buffer insertion is also used to reduce the
crosstalk noise in high performance circuits [23]. It has been shown
[22] that for point to point connections, the optimal length of
interconnect at which to insert repeaters is given by

zo;;
-l.W€41

{

0.1 pm

i.ooE41

1

d.ooE.53

.l.OOE41

-1M41
-2.ooE42
6

where ro is the effective driver resistance for a minimum sized driver,
cg is the input capacitance, cp is the output parasitic capacitance, r is
the interconnect resistance per unit length and c is the interconnect
capacitance per unit length (see Fig. 6). For DSM technologies, a
significant fraction of c would be contributed by coupling
capacitances to neighboring lines. For our simulations, we performed
a full 3D-capacitance extraction using SPACE3D [24] for the signal
lines to obtain the value of c for every metal layer for both
technologies. The model assumes that the output V,, makes a
transition as soon as the input voltage crosses a threshold (say
0.5Vdd). The optimum repeater size is given by
I

which means that the width of the NMOS and PMOS for this
inverter are obtained by scaling the width of the corresponding
transistors in a minimum sized inverter by a factor sopt. This also
implies that the delay between any two optimally spaced and sized
repeaters is independent of the layer [22]. This model also implies that
it is not optimal to insert buffer in a line, which is of length less than
for a given metal layer. Our simulations suggest that drivers and
interconnects optimized with this model maintain good slew rates for
rising and f&ng transitions for all the metal layers and across
technologies. For lines of length less than lop,,the buffer size can also
be reduced to {sopt(l/lopt)}to reduce the power dissipation while still
maintaining good slew rates. Hence, for a given metal level, the
maximum RMS current occurs in an optimally buffered optimal
length interconnect. Also, given the distributed nature of the
interconnect, the maximum RMS current occurs close to the repeater
output. Hence, we need to first verify whether this maximum current,
which is dictated by delay considerations also meets the thermal
specifications obtained in Section 3.2.
In the following, we perform some calculations using a
well-reviewed technology file (see Appendix) based on [15] for 0.25
pm and 0.10-pm technology based on copper and low-k interconnect
structures. We use these parameters to determine the peak and RMS
current (and therefore current density) by SPICE simulation where we
take into account all the device parasitics. We denote the maximum
current density due to delay considerations as j.delay and due to thermal
and EM considerations as j-self-consistent.

lopt

Rtf

6.6

7

7.6

e

m m In1

Figure 7. Current waveforms in the top layer metal lines obtained
from SPICE simulations for the 0.25-pm and the 0.1-pm
technologies.
As suggested earlier, we find that the relative slew rate defined as the
10%-90% rise time as a fraction of the clock period is almost constant
across all metal layers and across technologies. This is also reflected
by the fact that the effective duty cycle obtained for these simulations
was 0.12kO.01 for every case considered. The interconnect current
waveform in the top layer metal lines for 0.25 pm and 0.1 pm
technologies,as obtained from transient SPICE simulations,is plotted
in Fig. 7, which shows that the relative rise and fall skew is the same
across both technologies. For lines which are not on critical path, the
buffer size may be reduced to save power in which case the effective
duty cycle will actually increase slightly, but, as suggested from Figures
2 and 3, this will not change j-self-connrtent significantly. This justifies the
selection of the duty cycle value as 0.1 in section 3.2 for the selfconsistent analysis on various technologies.
Comparing the jpeak-delay values (Table 5 and 6) with the
values of the maxmum allowed peak current density jpeak-self-Eons,stent as
determined by the self consistent equations (Table 2), we find that the
jpeak-delay < jp~-self--cons,stent for silicon dioxide as the dielectric. However,
alternative dielectric materials with lower relative permittivity are
being introduced to lower interconnect delay.

Table 5. Optimized interconnect and buffer parameters and
corresponding RMS and peak current densities for a 0.25-km Cu

r.l

Figure 6. Equivalent distributed network for driver and interconnect.
Vst is the voltage at the input capacitance that controls the voltage
source. Rtr is the driver transistor resistance and CL is the load
capacitance of the next stage. 1 is the interconnect length.

Table 6. Optimized interconnect and buffer parameters and
corresponding RMS and peak current densities for a 0.1-pm Cu
technology. Insulator dielectric constant = 2.0.
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Also, the thermal conductivity of these low-k dielectrics is much
lower than silicon dioxide (Table 1). This impacts in two ways. First,
as suggested by (16) and (17) the optimum unbuffered interconnect
length increases and the optimum repeater size decreases. It can be
shown that sOptand c.LPt decrease by the same factor and hence the
RMS current density remains almost unchanged. Secondly, the lower
thermal conductivity of these materials causes jpeak-sei~~conr,stent
to
decrease by almost a factor of two for these low-k dielectrics and the
margin between jpeak.relf-connirtent and jp&d&y reduces. As we wdl see in
Section 5, the thermal situation is exacerbated with the presence of
other active metal lines at the same metal layer as well as other layers.
This further reduces j p ~ . s e ~ f - c o n r j r t c n t for these configurations. Hence,
self-heating needs to be considered in high performance deep submicron interconnect design that employs low-k dielectrics.
The above analysis assumes that the interconnects are
always active. This is a vahd assumption for global lines, because
although the activity period of individual transistors is reducing with
scaling and increasing transistor count, block size is also increasing
and hence the activity period for the whole block is relatively
unchanged. Hence the global wires which communicate with these
blocks have a high activity rate. Therefore, duty cycle of 0.1 used in
the study is valid. Also note that the circuit analysis of this section is
for signal lines, which carry bi-directional currents. These lines are
known to have much higher EM immunity, hence the self-consistent
values of jm and j p d , as determined in Table 2 for the unipolar case,
are lower bounds.

5

Thermal Effects in Real 3-D Interconnect Arrays

In this section we wdl briefly address the penultimate issue pointed
out in section 3.1. Our self-consistent analysis of self-heating and EM
effects presented earlier in section 3.2 were based on single isolated
interconnect lines. In a real IC there are densely packed layers of
interconnect lines which form a 3-D array as illustrated in Fig. 8. The
self-heating of interconnect lines within such array could be
significantly more severe due to thermal coupling between
neighboring lines. The heat flow analysis for such structures is
complicated and must involve numerical simulation techniques.
Rzepka et al., have recently done a very detailed analysis of selfheating effects in such structures using finite element simulations [lI].

Metal 4
Metal 3
Metal 2
Metal 1

Figure 8. Densely packed 3-D interconnect array in a quadruple level
metallization process. Self-heating of any line within such an array is
strongly affected by the activity (hot or told of the neighboring lines.
The RMS current density can be empirically shown to obey the
following relationshp (see equation 9)

Tm -Tref

-2

J rms

(18)
Pm(Tm J
and the proportionality constant (which is independent of the
interconnect material) can be obtained empirically from the f f i t e
element analysis presented in [l11 for different interconnect
confyrations, which includes 2-D and 3-D effects. Substituting this
equation and the E M lifetime equation (11) in (12), we can obtain
another self-consistent equation similar to (13). From this we have
OC

obtained the maximum allowed jp“k for metal 4 in a 3-D
configuration using Cu technology. We also compare this with the
jpC& obtained from (13) for an isolated metal 4. We find that the
maximum allowed jPdreduces by nearly 40% for the 3-D case, where
all the metal lines are heated. Hence we can conclude that the
maximum allowed jpd for real interconnects would also reduce
significantly from the values calculated in Section 3.2.
M1-M4 heated (3-D)
Isolated M4 heated (2-D)

I
I

Maximum Allowed iwd (MA/crn?
6.4
10.6

Table 7. Comparison of maximum allowed peak current density
values for a metal 4 line in a dense array (as in Fig. 8) with all
neighboring lines heated and an isolated (as in section 3) metal 4 line.

6 Thermal Effects under ESD Conditions
In this section we will briefly address the last issue pointed out in
section 3.1. A special case of thermally accelerated interconnect failure
can also occur under ESD conditions. ESD is a high current [> 1 A],
short-time scale [< 200 ns], phenomena that can lead to catastrophic
open circuit failures, and to latent damage [25]. Integrated circuit
failures due to ESD have significantly increased in importance as
VLSI technologes continue to shrink towards the deep sub-micron
regime [26]. Recently, Banerjee et al., [SI have shown that the critical
current density for causing open circuit metal failure in AlCu
interconnects is 60 hL4jcm2, and have presented a short-timescale
high-current failure model for designing robust interconnects to avoid
thermal failure under high peak current conditions including those
encountered in ESD protection circuits and 1 / 0 buffers.
Interconnects have also been shown to suffer latent damage if the
h e s resolidify after melting [9] and this has been shown to degrade
the EM lifetime. The model presented in [8]can be used to avoid this
reliability hazard. This model can also be applied to design Cu
interconnects as shown by Voldman et al. [27]. These interconnect
design rules must be obeyed for high current robustness.

-
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Conclusions

In conclusion, thermal effects in advanced high performance
interconnect systems arising due to self-heating under various circuit
conditions, including ESD has been examined in detail. A selfconsistent approach, that simultaneously comprehends self-heating
and EM, has been first modified using experimentally measured selfheating data to include quasi 2-D heat conduction in DSM metal lines
to allow more aggressive design rules. This modified self-consistent
formulation has been applied to analyze the implications of
interconnect technology (Cu, low-k etc.) and scaling. Two different
Cu based technology nodes (0.25-pm and 0.1-pm) as per NTRS has
been used in this study.
Using circuit level simulations we have confirmed that the duty
cycles for optimized global interconnects remain nearly invariant
across metal layers and technologies. A value of 0.12kO.01 was
obtained for all cases. This analysis has helped provide a more realistic
value of the duty cycle for analyzing thermal and EM effects using the
self-consistent approach. Secondly, the impact of these thermal
effects on the design (driver sizing) and optimization of the
interconnect length between “peatm at the upper-level signal lines
have been investigated. We have shown that although the maximum
allowed peak current density based on the self-consistent criteria is
greater than the peak current density obtained from optimized driver
and interconnect configurations (i.e., jpc,,lr-sclf--consstent > ]pe&.dclzy), for
standard oxide, but they get closer as low-k dielecwc materials are
introduced. Furthermore, we have shown that in real 3-D
interconnect arrays the greater self-heating due to thermal coupling
effects could further lower the jpeak-se~f-consatent by nearly 40%. Hence
for DSM technologies thermal effects in interconnects need careful
consideration.
Finally, we have pointed out that although the jpd.seif.
ConS,sfcnt values are much lower than the current densities causing open
circuit metal failure under ESD type conditions, the interconnects in
ESD protection circuits and 1 / 0 buffers must be designed separately
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to meet high current robustness. These results will have important
implications for providing robust and aggressive deep sub-micron
interconnect design guidelines.
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